
 

AdWords Post-Campaign Report 

Executive Summary 

Campaign Overview ResQ is a recently founded Finnish start-up, with a mission to help 

consumers “rescue” leftovers from restaurants and get quality meals at an affordable price. 

Additionally, customers can easily get to know new restaurants nearby while restaurants gain 

extra revenues from selling food that would otherwise go to waste. Our team made a three-

week AdWords campaign for ResQ in April 2016 with a budget of $250 in order to gain new 

members and activate old members to use the service more. Our campaign goals for Google 

Search Network were: 363 clicks and 12,121 impressions while reaching a CTR of 3.0% 

and $0.55 average CPC. The campaign structure was modified during the Google Online 

Marketing Challenge based on the campaign data as well as ResQ’s other marketing efforts 

and PR. The main GSN campaigns were Activating new and old members, Expansion 

campaigns for different cities, and smaller campaigns Late lunch, English Campaign and 

RLSA campaign. We also ran a Display, Remarketing Display and a Video campaign. 

Key results Our original goals were greatly exceeded during the AdWords campaign. The 

GSN campaigns reached 1,353 clicks with CTR of 10.24% and an average CPC of $0.16. 

We tracked conversions through Google Analytics based on two metrics: new sign-ups and 

in-app purchases. Our campaign resulted in 176 new sign-ups and 109 individual 

purchases worth $799.06. Activating new and old members campaign generated most clicks 

(995) and best performing ad groups in general were ResQ brand or app-related ad groups. 

Conclusion During the challenge, we learned how a small start-up can compete with bigger 

players in AdWords. As we were able to optimize our campaigns and our clicks became 

cheaper, we saw that even with a small budget, it is possible to reach great results.  

Future Online Marketing Recommendations Running an AdWords campaign proved to be 

successful, and the company has planned to continue with GSN hereafter with their own 

team. In order to reach a good position in the search results and achieve good quality scores 

for the keywords, the company could optimise their website to include more text and 

searched keywords. Even though we saw that keywords related to brand name were the most 

cost-efficient, it could be worthwhile to attract customers that do not especially search for the 

company, thus, reaching customers that do not yet know about the service but are searching 

for lunch and takeaway. These search terms are more expensive but the WOM effect would 

compensate costs. We also advise ResQ to be even more active in social media and to join 

Twitter. This would further increase the online presence, which in turn improves performance 

metrics of AdWords campaigns.  



 

Industry Component 

Campaign Overview In the pre-campaign report, we set our goals quite modestly but the 

campaign ended up exceeding our expectations. The objective was to achieve a CTR of 

3.0% with an average CPC of $0.55, resulting from 12,121 impressions and 363 clicks in 

the Google Search Network. In the Google Display Network, the objective was to achieve 

0.1% CTR with an average CPC of $0.25, resulting from 200,000 impressions and 200 

clicks. The company estimated that 100 new sign-ups would be a realistic conversion goal 

considering the budget, but we ended up setting our goal at a moderate 25 to correlate with 

our set goal metrics. As the primary goal of the company was to activate existing users, we 

decided to use two different conversion tracking systems: one for monitoring new sign-ups 

and another for purchases made through the web app. The sign-up tracking was enabled one 

day and the purchase tracking five days after our campaign launch. 

 Our campaign structure was based on three goals set beforehand: 1) Activating 

consumers, 2) Acquiring new members and 3) Gaining visibility. The campaign was started 

on 31st March and finished on 19th April. Altogether, $250.01 was spent. All in all, we had 

12 campaigns, out of which one was a video campaign, and two were display campaigns. Out 

of these campaigns, some were only on for a very short trial period. The campaigns included 

a large amount of ad groups that were continuously adjusted, created, paused and removed. In 

the end, 43 of our ad groups had received impressions.  

 The original plan was to divide the weekly budget in the following way: 25-35-40%, 

trying different options in the first week and then investing money on effective campaigns as 

we learn what works best. However, as can be seen from the chart below, we changed our 

budgeting plans as the campaign moved along. We spent more money than was planned in 

the first week to support ResQ’s launches in new towns that took place the same week. The 

second week, we spent less because we learned how to optimise our ad groups, which 

lowered our CPC. The third week, we had plenty of money left, so towards the last days of 

the campaign, we used more expensive keywords and experimented with video advertising.  
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In addition to the campaigns shown in the chart above, we had a Display campaign and a 

remarketing Display campaign that spent $7.16 and $13.86 respectively, and a video 

campaign that spent $5.99. The three campaigns were aimed to gain visibility. 

Evolution of the Campaign Strategy Initially, we had planned to create three campaigns 

corresponding to the goals set with the company: two GSN campaigns to activate old 

members as well as to acquire new members and expand into new towns, and a third, smaller 

display campaign for gaining visibility. However, just before the start of our campaign, 

ResQ renewed their website and we had to rethink the whole campaign structure and 

remove campaigns that were no longer relevant. Also, we created new campaigns according 

to ResQ’s offline PR. Throughout the Challenge, ineffective campaigns and ad groups were 

removed. For example, the English campaign was paused as we saw that it was not very 

effective. Thus, all our campaigns were in Finnish.  

 As the campaign progressed, we learned to optimise the campaigns to improve 

quality scores, CTR and CVR. The most significant change was dividing large ad groups 

into smaller, more efficient ones that included only words shown in the related ads and ResQ 

website. Choosing the right keywords was done by inspecting the search impression share.  

Key Results As can be seen from the table summarising our campaign metrics, we exceeded 

greatly all our goals set beforehand for GSN. Our CPC in GSN turned out to be substantially 

lower than what AdWords had forecasted ($0.55 vs. $0.16). Also, the CTR was remarkably 

better (3.0% vs. 10.24%). In GDN, our CTR was twice as good as we had thought even 

though the CPC was actually more expensive and we received less clicks than planned. 

 

 

Actual vs target metrics for 

GSN and GDN 

 

 We were tracking conversions through ResQ’s Google Analytics account and saw 

that thanks to our campaign, the company received 176 new sign-ups, and 109 individual 

purchases worth $799.06, creating a ROAS of 319,7%. We decided to use ROAS to 

measure profitability because it is more an advertiser-centric indicator than ROI. In addition 

to what can be seen in the table, we also had a TrueView video campaign with in-stream 

ads. The campaign generated 518 impressions, 40 views, a view rate of 7.72% and an 

average CPC of $0.15. Overall, 15 of our ad groups had a CTR of more than 17% and they 

were mostly ResQ brand ad groups. Another well-performing ad group was the Ecologically 

 
  

GSN GDN 

  Target Actual % change Target Actual % change 

Impressions 12,121 13,211 ↑9% 20,000 17,961 ↓91% 

Clicks 363 1,353 ↑273% 200 40 ↓80% 

CTR 3.00% 10.24% ↑241% 0.10% 0.22% ↑120% 

CPC $0.55 $0.16 ↓70% $0.25 $0.53 ↑112% 



 

conscious that had keywords related to food waste, commonly used in articles about ResQ.  

 The best performing keywords can be seen in the table below. In general, the most 

searched keywords were related to the company name. We also tracked the actual search 

terms used and based on this, wrote a new text for the company website including more 

relevant keywords. ResQ did add the text on the page but they were only able to do it on the 

last day of our campaign, so we did not get to see its effects on our performance. Besides the 

negative keywords we had decided on beforehand, we added new ones based on misleading 

search terms people had used. Altogether we had 48 negative keywords. 

Keyword Campaign Ad group 

group 

Impr./Clic

ks 
CTR Avg. 

cost 
Conv. CVR Search Impr. 

share resq Activating 

new and old 

members 

ResQ Club 836/378 45.22% $0.04 48 12.70

% 
92.79% 

[resq.club] Activating 

new and old 

members 

ResQ Club 77/30 38.96% $0.04 1 3.33% 100.00% 

resq app Activating 

new and old 

members 

Resq App 36/21 58.33% $0.05 2 9.52% 85.71% 

Best performing keywords 

Ad group Campaign Impr./Cli

cks 
CTR Avg. cost Avg. Pos. Conv. CVR Search Impr. 

share ResQ Club 

Activating 

new and old 

members 

Activating 1024/449 43.85% $0.04 1.0 54 12.03

% 
92.92% 

ResQ  Exp.Mikkel

i 
440/145 32.95% $0.16 1.2 29 20.00

% 
60.65% 

Resq App 

new and old 

members 

Activating 42/24 57.14% $0.05 1.0 2 8.33% 85.71% 

Some of the best performing ad groups 

More general keywords we tried, such as ‘takeaway’ or ‘lunch’, did generate clicks but they 

were also very expensive. For example, the average CPC for ‘takeaway’ was $0.92 and CTR 

1.64%. The company instructed us not to use keywords related to lunch, as the ResQ service 

is not technically a lunch service. However, we decided to create a Late lunch campaign that 

was only on from 2pm to 5pm and was targeted to people who might have missed regular 

lunch offers. The campaign had an average CTR of only 2.41% and was expensive with an 

average CPC of $1.32, so the campaign was paused after a few days. 

 Activating New and Old members campaign was the biggest campaign, and it had the 

most ad groups, though not all of them ever received any views and were removed or divided 

into smaller ad groups. However, six ad groups within that campaign had a CTR between 

14.97% and 57.14%. Our major success stories were the campaigns targeted for the cities 

where ResQ had just expanded. These were created as a reaction to newspaper articles 

about these new launches. They performed extremely well (CTR as high as 51.06% and 

33.11%). When the interest started to wane, we turned the expansion campaigns off and 

included these cities as geographic targets in the Activating New and Old Members. We also 

found remarketing to be effective and our RLSA campaign had an average CTR of 11.21%. 

 The table below illustrates two examples of our most effective ads and results they 

generated. They are from ResQ and ResQ club ad groups within the Activating new and old 



 

members campaign and both had a very good CTR and a low CPC. In most ads, we included 

ad extensions in the form of callouts, to give extra information on ResQ’s service offering, 

sitelinks and an app extension for iPhone users. 

Campaign Ad Copy Clicks CTR Avg CPC 

Activating new 

and old 

members 

 

 

449 

 

43.85% 

 

$0.04 

Activating new 

and old 

members 

 

 

155 

 

30.82% 

 

$0.03 

    Our most effective AdWords ads 

 In the beginning of the challenge, we were struggling to understand how to optimise 

our campaigns. However, in the end we had 11 keywords with a quality score of 10/10, and 

nine with a QS of 9/10. Another issue we faced was budgeting, as we had planned to 

allocate more money towards the end of our campaign, but as our performance was 

improving all the time, our campaigns got cheaper. Thus, we tried new campaigns - such as 

the video campaign - at the end of the three weeks to use up the remaining budget. For the 

last three days of our campaign window, we also created an ad group including expensive 

keywords, such as “restaurants Helsinki”, which is highly bid. Through these measures, we 

managed to spend our remaining budget but the continuous upwards trend of our CTR was 

driven down and the CPC that we had managed to reduce throughout the campaign rose 

substantially, which can be seen in the following charts.  
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The above graphs on weekly development of CPC and the overall development of average 

CTR and CPC illustrate very well our learning curve. As the campaign progressed, we 

learned to optimise our campaigns so that the CPC went down and the CTR started to rise. 

Conclusion Our AdWords campaign was a huge success, as we were able to exceed all our 

goals creating great value for ResQ. With a budget of $250 we managed to generate almost 

$800 worth of sales, and 176 new members signed up for the service. As for the campaign 

performance metrics, our average CTR was 10.24% and CPC $0.16 for all GSN campaigns 

and 0.22% and $0.53 for GDN. Many individual campaigns showed extremely high CTR, 

even around 50% and 30%. Most successful campaigns and ad groups turned out to be 

Expansion campaigns timed with ResQ expanding to new towns and ResQ brand ad groups 

in general. Through careful optimisation, we managed to improve the Quality Scores of our 

keywords and thus, lower the CPC. 

Future Recommendations During our campaign, we instructed the company to optimise 

their website by including more relevant keywords on the homepage and wrote a new text for 

the page. Unfortunately, due to the start-up’s hectic schedule, the changes were only 

implemented on the day our campaign finished. Therefore, we could not see the effect of the 

changes. For future, we would advise our client company to pay more attention to search 

engine optimisation on their website, as there is still very little text. Also, the website 

structure should be renewed to support a better landing page experience. As for AdWords in 

general, we would recommend the company to continue using SEM, even with a small 

budget. As we discovered, so called brand campaigns were successful and cheap, because 

they were easy to optimise and there is low bidding competition. Thus, targeting existing 

users and people who have heard of ResQ would be very cost-effective and can be combined 

with remarketing as well. It could also be worthwhile to attract customers that do not search 

for the company, thus, reaching customers unfamiliar with the service but are looking for 

lunch and takeaway. Such search terms are more expensive but the WOM effect would 

compensate costs.  

 One key to success in our campaign was the timing of the ads with ResQ’s other 

marketing efforts, which emphasizes the importance of creating a coherent marketing strategy 

aligning different means of marketing. Also, content marketing plays an important role in 

successful AdWords campaigns. Thus, we advise ResQ to be even more active in social 

media and to join Twitter. This would further increase the online presence, which in turn 

improves performance metrics of AdWords campaigns via improved optimisation. 

  



 

Learning Component 

Learning Objectives and Outcome Our team participated in the GOMC in order to 

understand the Google search network better, while improving our practical skills in 

order to support the theoretical nature of university studies. Only one of the team members 

had tried AdWords before and our goal was to develop from beginners to skilled users during 

these three weeks. Regarding the official GOMC learning objectives, we consider that this 

challenge, along with the support from our professor, has indeed improved our skills in 

several dimensions. Moreover, this challenge taught us campaign optimisation that will be 

valuable in our future careers For instance, one of the reasons for our good results, was the 

fact that we had several campaigns with a selective target audience in a specific city. 

Therefore, we were able to reach potential customers and increase our conversion rate, as the 

people who saw the ads were most likely interested in the ResQ app. As most of the team 

members are not marketing majors, we became familiar with many new concepts, such as 

CTR and CPC. Additionally, we learned the importance of the landing page and SEO, as 

well as writing relevant ads and choosing the right keywords.  

Group dynamics As a group, we functioned very well and everyone was motivated to learn 

to use AdWords and achieve good results in the GOMC. We did not make an official division 

of the tasks, but different tasks were directed to team members according to their interest 

and talents. For instance, one person had excellent IT skills and interest in statistics, so she 

was mainly in charge of following the search trends in Google Analytics and looking for 

information on how to manage different features, such as conversion tracking. One member 

turned out to be an excellent writer, and took care of ad texts and the company web site 

optimization. Moreover, one team member with advanced skills in accounting was in charge 

of the budget and calculating the ROI while one person was in charge of proofreading the 

reports due to her remarkable language skills. The main challenge for our group was that 

everyone was busy because of work or school making it hard to schedule meetings. We were 

able to overcome this challenge by meeting in smaller groups of two or three, or working 

from home when we could not meet in person. For instance, we could write reports in 

Google Drive and discuss our decisions in our own Facebook group, where it was also easy 

to share articles written about ResQ and discuss their effects on our campaign structure. 

Client dynamics ResQ was an excellent client in the sense that they relied on our 

competence and trusted us with their Google Analytics and YouTube account to link the 

conversion tracking with AdWords and create a video advertisement. They also listened to 

our suggestions on optimising the web site from the point of view of our campaign, even 



 

though the changes on the homepage were made too late. Altogether, they showed a genuine 

interest towards the campaign and gave us feedback about the ads. However, we did not have 

a chance for a face to face meeting with the client because we live in different towns and 

ResQ as a fast growing and busy start-up had a tight schedule. Furthermore, the company 

often responded slowly to our requests – sometimes only after several emails. 

Future Recommendations If we had the chance to start the campaign from the beginning, 

we would know how to create search engine optimized campaigns better from the start. Also, 

we would accept easier the fact that we have to make some radical changes along the way 

as we see how everything works. We spent ages thinking about the campaign structure for 

nothing because we had to change everything when ResQ surprised us by modifying the web 

page and expanding to new cities. We also removed campaigns that we realized did not 

work in practice, such as too expensive ad groups based on takeaway food or lunch, and a 

campaign directed to foreigners in Finland, which did not have big enough a target group.  

 We had read about different features of AdWords beforehand but we did not 

understand them before trying them in practice, therefore the campaign was a great learning 

experience. Even though our group was very good, we could have increased our efficiency 

by dividing duties better and discussing the overall strategy more. Sometimes, we made 

independent decisions that did not correspond to what we had agreed upon together. 

However, this was necessary because otherwise we would not have been able to optimize the 

campaign daily. We wrote our findings and changes we made in a shared “diary” in Google 

Drive so that everyone could see what had been done and why. This was very handy and 

could be used in similar projects in the future as well. Communicating with ResQ should 

have been more straightforward. We could have asked them to name us a contact person who 

would take care of communicating with us when the CEO did not have time for our 

questions. We should have also sent reminders instead of waiting for the reply for so long. 

 Finally, we learned in practice that AdWords offers a cost-efficient way for a small 

company to compete with bigger companies with large resources. For instance, when we 

started our campaign, we saw that a big Finnish company happened to use one of our main 

keywords in their own ad which appeared on top of the page every time that term was 

searched. We thought that we would never be able to compete with their ad as they can pay 

more. However, by the end of our campaign, we noticed that our ad had surpassed theirs. 

This illustrates the importance of careful optimisation that makes it possible to compete in 

the same level with bigger players. In fact, after seeing the effectiveness of AdWords in 

practice we are considering of setting up a company of our own to offer AdWords services. 


